Visit Kraljeva Sutjeska

Organized by: Tourist agency „Katarina“, Kraljeva Sutjeska

Duration: one day package

Short description of the package:

This one-day excursion offers a relaxed vacation in a picturesque settlement in central Bosnia,
where you can experience and learn about the history of Bosnia and Herzegovina from the age
of Bosnian noblemen and kings to date, visit the medieval monastery and the library, see old
Bosnian architecture of houses and visit the oldest Bosnian mosque, hike along the royal trails
to the royal town – fortress Bobovac, located at over 700 m above sea level.

Aside from all mentioned, this package offers you the chance to taste the ethnic- gastro cuisine
and traditional beverages from the territory of Kraljeva Sutjeska, served in a cozy atmosphere of
the family farm, where you can truly feel the good spirit of this area.

Schedule:
- 10.00h – arrival to Kraljeva Sutjeska – reception of guests
- Morning coffee and breakfast
- Tour of the monastery, library and the remains of medieval castle of Kotromanić dynasty
- Tour of the old Bosnian house and one of the oldest mosques in Bosnia
- Lunch (at the agreed time according to guests wishes) with the local food and drinks at the
menu
- If desired, a visit to Bobovac, medieval capital town of Bosnian kings, with the possibility of
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driving or hiking by the river Bukovica through pristine nature to the hill of Bobovac.
- If desired, there is possibility of preparing picnic in nature with homemade dishes, local
food and drinks, in the natural atmosphere along the river bank, or elsewhere.

Contacts for all further information on booking this arrangement:

TOURIST AGENCY „KATARINA

ADDRESS: Kraljice Katarine 6, 72244 Kraljeva Sutjeska,

Bosnia and Herzegovina

TEL/FAX: ++387 32 779 091

GSM: ++387 61 433 470

WEBSITE: http://www.turist-katarina.vze.com/

EMAIL: agencijakatarina@yahoo.com

OR
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Association "SLOW TOURISM" Bosnia and Herzegovina

ADDRESS: Street Prva bb, 72230 Žepče

TEL / FAX: +387 (0) 32 880 273

EMAIL: info@slowtourismclub-bih.org ; sporiturizambih@gmail.com
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